#STOP TRASHING WAVES
WORLD SURF LEAGUE IS DEEPLY COMMITTED TO OCEAN HEALTH AND WANTS TO INSPIRE EVERYONE TO JOIN THE PLEDGE TO STOP TRASHING WAVES. WE’RE BACKING UP OUR PLEDGE WITH SOME MAJOR NEW INITIATIVES CENTERED AROUND REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT, REFUSING SINGLE-SERVE PLASTICS, AND LEAVING EVERY COASTLINE BETTER THAN WE FOUND IT.

TO MAKE INCREDIBLE WAVES OF IMPACT, WE’RE ASKING EVERYONE TO MAKE THEIR OWN COMMITMENT AND PLEDGE TO #STOPTRASHINGWAVES. YOU CAN STOP TRASHING WAVES IN SO MANY WAYS, LIKE RIDING A BIKE TO WORK, PICKING UP TRASH ON THE TRAIL, OR USING A HYDRO FLASK AT THE COFFEE SHOP.

NO ACTION IS TOO SMALL. IF ALL OF US MAKE A PLEDGE TO DO SOMETHING SMALL EVERYDAY, WE CAN MAKE BIG WAVES TO PROTECT OUR OCEAN AND PLANET.

JOIN US

JUNE 4
#STOPTRASHINGWAVES CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF
WSLPURE.ORG RELAUNCH

JUNE 8 [WORLD OCEANS DAY]
PLEDGE & PADDLE OUT AMPLIFICATION

JUNE 15 [INTERNATIONAL SURFING DAY]
GLOBAL PADDLE OUT
make the pledge

On June 4, we’ll announce our pledge and the WSL Pure commitments we are taking to protect our ocean. We’ll also share examples of how you / your company / your organization can take action to join the #StopTrashWaves movement.

Join the crew at WSL to make a pledge to protect our ocean. Let’s do this!

1. Decide which actions you’ll commit to this year
2. Post a photo with your board and share how you’ll #StopTrashWaves
3. Keep your word. Stay committed. That’s it!

What you can do

Make the pledge and share your own content or simply amplify our content pieces on your channels between June 4 and June 15th (International Surfing Day)

Pledge Assets & Media Kit
paddle out with us

To deepen your commitment, join WSL Pure on a global paddle out on Surfriders' International Surfing Day. The goal is for everyone, wherever they are, to paddle out on June 15 to further express their commitment to stop trashing waves! Whether it's you and a couple friends or the whole neighborhood, no paddle out is too small. Let's show the world how we are stepping up our game!

What you can do

Visit WSLPure.org after June 4 to register your own paddle out or find a paddle out near you. Spread the word, paddle out with us on June 15 and don't forget to share your experience!

When posting pictures and videos, tag @WSL, @WSLPure, and #StopTrashingWaves. Email paddle out images and videos to pure@worldsurfleague.com for a chance to be featured on WSL channels.

Paddle out assets